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From The Interim Editor
Shorah, Readers! It has been quite a difficult month here at The Archiver. Trying to fill Alahmnat’s boots is
challenging enough, but Cyan’s unexpected format change caught us all off guard, severely delaying this issue.
We will get back on track soon and, hopefully, stay there for good.
However, the delay does not mean a drop in quality. This issue is chock full of stories all URU fans, new and
old, will enjoy. From the tragedy of Scars to the zany rambunctiousness of Pod Portal Party 2.0, our team of reporters will bring you all the news and information you can handle.
And soon we’ll bring you even more. Plans are in motion with our friends at TCT to create a new resource
for explorers to depend on during the days of an episode. Watch www.thecaverntoday.com/Archiver/ for details
soon.
I hope you enjoy this issue, and feel free to leave us any comments or news tips at
archiver@thecaverntoday.com

-MTigerV
Assembler/Interim Editor-in-Chief
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Contributors
LegoAddict

Kiteerah

Journalist

Journalist

LegoAddict is an explorer from

Kiteerah is an explorer from the

Canada whose obsession with Uru
has surpassed his Lego obsession.
He loves the community that has developed around
Uru, and tries to learn all he can from older members. He is one of the newcomers to the Uru world,

Midwest, who came to love everything D'ni after playing Myst as a
teen. She came to the Cavern in late 2003 and was a
member of Prologue. After visiting the City on various shards, she made D'mala her home. The won-

entering on the Slacker's Shard thanks to the efforts
of the Slackers to help him get online. He likes to
code websites and do the graphics, and works for his
mom's web design company.

derful URU Community has made her feel as though
she is part of a huge and loving family. On the surface she is a mother of 4 who creates web pages and
loves to read and write.

Narym

MTigerV

Journalist

Assembler/Interim Editor-in-Chief

Narym, an explorer from Australia,
is a long time fan of everything D'ni.
While he was relatively late in actually entering the Cavern itself (he only entered dur-

MTigerV hails from the swamps of
Louisiana, where his long years of
trapping and shrimping have given
him a sixth sense when it comes to navigating the

ing D'mala), he considers himself to have been a part
of the community long before that, and counts said
community as one of the greatest parts of Uru. He
has interest in the arts and in writing (the regular
kind) and so seems to have found his niche with The

waterways of the Cavern. A long time D'ni explorer,
MTigerV is also a huge LSU fan (all sports) and is
constantly trying to get a surface-to-cavern radio relay setup so he can catch games while exploring.
MTigerV is currently pulling double duty as Assem-

Cavern Today, and in particular the Archiver.

bler and Interim Chief Cat Wrangler .
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Contributors
Maratanos

Stellaflora

Photographer

Photographer

Maratanos is a long-time fan of the
Myst series, having played almost all
of its variations over the years. He
only recently joined the Uru community however.
He has been a large contributor over the last year,
fitting himself into the community despite being a

Stellaflora comes from the quiet
county of Norfolk all the way in
England. He has always had a passion for photography which he has
brought with him when he felt The Call back in late
2003.

relative newcomer. He also has a passion for photography, and is now a photographer for the Archiver
staff.

Do You Have What it Takes?
The Archiver is always looking for new and enthusiastic contributors. With the Cavern growing on a daily
basis and new events, Ages, locations, and stories on the horizon, The Archiver needs you to help keep the rest
of the Cavern informed!
If you are interested in joining our team of journalists, photographers, editors, and translators, then send us
an e-mail at archiver@thecaverntoday.com! Please be sure to include what position you are interested in, and
for translators, what languages you can translate into.
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Episode 1: Scars
Archivers Note: In early May, Cyan announced that fu-

and explorers were asked to forward any information
regarding their whereabouts to the DRC.

ture content releases and plot development would be released
during one week instead of spread out over a month. The re-

Monday May 21st.

lease periods are ca#ed Episodes and each one wi# be given a

The city was reopened to the community, with

title that describes the episode. Our Journalist, Narym, ﬁled
these daily reports during the Episode.

The first sign of trouble. Michael Engberg, a

the Kahlo pub remaining closed until further notice.
At 11:30am Cavern time it was revealed that
Wheely’s KI had been reinitialized, with DRC members proceeding to attempt contact with Wheely via
her KI. Around 20 minutes later, Michael Engberg

member of the DRC, warns explorers twice to stay
away from Ae’gura’s Great Stair, due to recent cracks
found in its structure. Explorers were asked to report
any further damage to a ResEng. However, Engberg
himself believed there to be no significant damage.

was able to establish contact with his daughter, with
Wheely recounting what happened to her and Rose.
Wheely believed Rose to be dead, and blamed herself
for her friend’s death. She described glowing pictures
on the Pub walls, that seem to share a description

Saturday, May 19th.

Sunday, May 20th.
A new message was
sent to all explorer KI’s
regarding a new crack
in the Kahlo Pub. The
news grew worse when,
at around 8 o’clock in
the evening, the whole
of Ae’gura was shut
down due to a collapse
in the Pub area, and

with Bahro glyphs, which she and Rose touched.
This seemed to prompt the appearance of a Bahro,
that coincided with the
linking panels on their
Relto books disappearing, and also the collapse of the pub.
At around 1
o’clock, Dr Marie
Sutherland estimated
that the rescue might
take several days to
complete safely. . While
she expressed confi-

would remain so “until
Explorers left flowers and wreaths at the crack that claimed
we have more informathe lives of Willow “Wheely” Engberg and Rosette Tyler.
tion”. A Bahro was reportedly in the area at the time of the collapse. The
dence in the likelihood of rescuing Wheely, especially
Ae’gura Library was also locked off as a result of the
in light of Wheely’s seemingly good health, she detremors.
Today was also the day that Willow ‘Wheely’
Engberg and Rosette Tyler first went missing. Their
KI’s were unable to be located via the KI network,
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clared that all explorers could do for the moment was
“pray”. At 5:00, Wheely reinitiated KI contact, saying that there were “blue eyes” in the cave-in with
her, and, a couple of hours later, seemed to be in
substantially worse health than earlier. At 11:30, KI
contact was lost, with a late night vigil was held for

the two girls by explorers, with DRC members trying
throughout the night to re-establish contact with
Wheely.

Tuesday, May 22nd.
Today Wheely used her KI again, and sounded
in much greater health than the previous night. Dr
Sutherland placed a new estimate on the rescue of
hopefully “6-12 hours”. However, Wheely still reported the ominous eyes were still watching her. Late
at night she was talking with her father, until she, in a
panicked voice, said that the eyes were coming closer.
The Bahro reportedly was saying something that
sounded like Noloben. Some sounds from within the

seemingly rescued by an opposing group of Bahro.
This has given rise to speculation that there is currently underway something of a Bahro civil war,
which would explain the recent strange and seemingly uncharacteristic behaviour of the Bahro in the
Cavern. “I am happy to be alive, ” stated Mr
Sharper. Unfortunately, not all have been so lucky.
Explorers are asked to be cautious in the cavern and
the Ages, and be wary of any perceived Bahro presence.
The Next Episode, A New Light, begins on
June 23rd
Written by Narym

wreckage were heard, until there was complete silence. Ms Cate Alexander, who was at the scene, ordered medics to get ready and to be on-site, and
placed all DRC communications on a private KI
channel. Shortly After, the rescue teams penetrated
the wreckage surrounding the first floor, and declared
both Rose and Wheely dead. Dr Sutherland declared, “It is certain that Wheely was not killed by
the collapse.”

Wednesday, May 23rd.
Today saw the aftermath of the last few days
events. The Kahlo Pub area was reopened by Ms
Alexander, who declared that the area presented no
further danger. Explorers gathered with Mr Engberg
at the site of the tragedy in mourning and remembrance. Mr Engberg later left the City, and has been
missing ever since. His last known location was in
Descent, his current whereabouts unknown.
Douglas Sharper also returned today from his
pursuit of Negilahn’s ‘Predator’, reporting that he
had been ambushed by the true predators, a malicious group of Bahro. Fortunately, Mr Sharper was
The Archiver · tctarchiver.com · 6

Minkata
Sand and Stars
The newest Age, Minkata, is certainly
one of the most interesting. It is certainly the
largest since the original Restoration, and is
quite different from all of the other Ages that
precede it.
It is essentially a desert. There is little
to no plant life, with most of the landscape being made up of sand, rocks, or scars and holes
in the ground. Indeed, the name Minkata is a
D’ni word that translates into “heavily
scarred” The link-in point is a cage like structure made of large bones, with a circular tapestry depicting a compass-like diagram. The
Age seems to have belonged to the D’ni, but
the Age itself seems to be heavily influenced by
the Bahro, with several Bahro glyphs and
stones in the Age. The sky of Minkata is almost perpetually clear, both at day and night,
with the night sky filled with many stars and
constellations, though it is unlikely that any of
these constellations correspond to any in our
own sky.
The purpose and history of the Age is
unclear. The D’ni seem to have been aware of
the nature of the Age, and some have speculated, from the nature of the Age and how to
find the various areas, that perhaps the Age
was originally a training ground for the D’ni
Guild of Surveyors. This, however, doesn’t account for the obvious Bahro influence. The
DRC have not put forward any information
The Archiver · tctarchiver.com · 7

regarding this, other than an orienteering guidebook. A ring like stone, or “donut” as it is commonly known, can be retrieved from this Age, as in prior Ages, so it seems likely that, some time
in the future, more will be revealed about the nature and purpose of Minkata. In the meantime,
explorers are free to spend time in the Age, exploring, and maybe spend a night or two under
the pristine, starry night sky.
Written by Narym
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Zik: The Story of the
Pod Age
Over the last two months the DRC
have released four pods, the bahro appear
to be connected to this age however we
don’t currently know what their connection is.

Tetsonot Pod
Tetsonot was the last pod to be released and as many explorer’s were theorising it is in the ocean. The pod itself
caused explorers to question the current
safety standards of the DRC as it appears
to be extremely damaged, emergency
lightening is on and the pod itself has
taken on water. This fact become obvious,
immediately after you first link to Tetsonot
and find yourself knee deep in frozen water unable to see anything. The large
switch simply controls emergency lighting
in this age and there appears to be some
form of shutter over the windows preventing us from seeing out of the pod. This
pod seems to be dealing with large underwater life forms as you can hear
sounds similar to whale calls through the
broadcast system and when you first link
into the age.

Pods
The pods as discussed in the last Archiver are all from the same age, the DRC
have yet to name the age with the D’ni
Zoological Soceity calling it “The Great
Museum” age, MystLore calls it the pod
age and other names like Zik are used by
explorer’s. Payiferen seems to be key in
The Archiver · tctarchiver.com · 9

showing when portals will appear suggesting that not
every pod has a portal as the stones unique to that
pod only glow at set times during the day. The appearance of the portals has not yet been explained
nor have the DRC confirmed or denied the opening
of other pods in this age. The wedges received from
this age like those given to us for completion of the
other ages remain a mystery. Who is giving them to
us, why does a portal appear in these pods and what
message are we meant to take from these pods.

The Negilahn Hunt
After Rils, Douglas Sharper and Nick White explored Negaliahn, Douglas went into seclusion and
took a trip to the surface with the aim of finding out
what sort of creature would desecrate the bodies of
its victims. Eventually Douglas Sharper and Nick
White constructed a “Hide” some distance from the
Negliahn pod and Douglas spent just under a week
seeing if he could see the creature in action. While
exploring Negilahn they came across a symbol
carved into a tree, this symbol was also found in the
building in which Wheely was trapped. As events
came to ahead in the cavern Sharper also spotted
the predator in Negilahn on the 22nd May he
passed the following message to Nick White:
Nick White: In Sharper’s words.... Nick White: “Pe'y
Sue is dead. It’s dra'ing her and I’m fo#owing. Nick White:
The hunter has become the hunted. Nick White: “If you don’t
hear )om me in a few hours you had better send someone to
ﬁnd my body. Ha!”

The day after Wheely’s tragic demise Douglas
turned up in the cavern, he seemed in a state of
shock
Douglas Sharper: Alright. I wi# start )om the beginning. First, I’m so sorry. I’ve heard the news. I’m sick for the
T h e A r c h i v e r · t c t a r c h i v e r . c o m · 10

girls. For Engberg. I mean no disrespect to Michael. I need to make that clear, I am not here for fame. I don’t want to be here. But I
must te# the story. For us a#. I only hope it helps. Somehow. I don’t know how. I should not be alive right now. I am a hunter. I
have been in dangerous situations.
MattUtah: We’re glad to see that you are, Mr. Sharper. And in one piece.
Douglas Sharper: I should not be here. You know, I had built a blind it was ideal for looking at the creature. The Urwin. She
didn’t show for the ﬁrst night, she came back the second night. Acting strange. Tension was in the air. I have felt it before. I recognized it. Something watching. She could feel it too. She was nervous. Eventua#y fe# asleep. She did. I was in and out. Sleep, awake.
She slept soundly a# night. Morning came and it was gone. Like morning does everything felt ﬁne. The tension had vanished. She
was eating. Sme#ing. Relaxed. I was caught oﬀ guard when it hit. So was she. I have never seen anything move like that. My god.
I’ve seen fast predators. It was like an explosion. She was dead in an instant.
Yali: What was “it”?
Douglas Sharper: The Bahro stood there looking at her. In a ﬂash it was dra'ing her head. It left with her head. I waited. It
was diﬀerent than the other ki#s. The body was intact. The head was what we had seen. Shredded. An easy trail. Blood on grass. I
waited for a while. And started fo#owing it. Sent Nick a message. You a# heard it. The hunter was the hunted. I fo#owed it for a
few hours. Staying far back. But close enough. Miles. Eventua#y I saw the head, what was left of it, in the distance. Sitting there.
No Bahro. I picked a good spot and waited. I don’t know how long. Hours. My gut told me to leave. But I didn’t. The tension was
back. It was silent. But I wanted to see the head. Pictures. I waited. I felt sick. Look at my watch. Five til Seven. I knew it was a
trap. I knew I had to get out of there. Get back to the blind. stood up and saw them.
Ly’net: Them?
Douglas Sharper: At least thirty. Maybe dozens. I don’t know how long they had been sitting there. Toying with me. Probably
the whole time. Watching me, watching the head. I didn’t try to run. I had seen what one Bahro could do. Thirty was no hope. I
knew I couldn’t even get to my Relto. I remembered the scenes I had seen. I prepared to die. A grisly death. I remember a scream.
Piercing. I ﬁgured they were charging. But there was another Bahro behind them. I’m sure it was only an instant. But I remember
details. Chaos. Bahro everywhere. In the skies, on the ground, in the trees... I know now it was a war. They were vanishing appearing slashing. A# over. so quickly! I can see it now. It was raging a# around me. I thought I had a moment to get to my Relto. I was
wrong. They are so fast. Deadly. When they want to be. Two were coming for me. Before I linked. Two more appeared )om the sky.
Fe# on top of me. Saved my life. It was black but I could hear them. Until it was silent. I don’t know how much time had passed. I
came to in Relto. The violence was behind me. I am shaken. I have heard about Wheely. I don’t know what else to say.
Written by Stevecrox. Chat logs taken from the URUObsession forums.
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URU LIV E 1 02
KI User Guide Part 3
Finding Yourself
The KI is a very versatile device; Issue 3 covered
the basic functions and Issue 4 the Markers. This Issue discusses the Calibration of the Great Zero and
the Coordinates.
On April 13th Victor Laxman sent a message to
explorers that it is now time to begin calibrating the
Great Zero. Grab those last markers from a favorite
Bevin and head to the Great Zero.
Calibration Center

The Calibration Center is located on the opposite end of the Great Zero Courtyard from the upload machine. The doors will unlock once all green
and red markers are uploaded into the machine. Inside the Calibration Center are four GZ Maintenance Units (GZMU’s) and the Calibration Imager.
The Calibration Imager shows the progress of the
Great Zero Calibration.
GZMUs and Marker Missions

GZMU’s are similar to the upload machines with
three notable differences; first, the machines contain
fourteen Missions, second, the missions are timed,
and third, the markers are not registered in the same
way as before. According to the DRC pamphlet in
the GZ Antechamber these Missions can not be

are used for the Missions. These markers are different from the markers found before; instead of clicking on the Register Button, now all that is necessary
is to run through them. Upon completion of the 14
missions the coordinates will appear in the upper
right hand corner of the Big KI.
Coordinates

The Coordinates shown in the top-right corner
of the Big KI work similar to the GPS system on the
surface, however the D’ni system is cylindrical in nature and can be more difficult to understand. Looking at the numbers from left to right, they are: bearing, distance and elevation. Bearing is measured in
torans, there are 62,500 torans in a 360 degree circle.
The starting point for the bearing is the line of the
Zero which points to magnetic north from the Great
Zero. In the Cavern the line runs along the Great
Stairs and through Kerath’s Arch. When standing at
the top of the Great Stair looking down at Kerath’s
Arch, the Toran values increase from 0 to the right,
and decrease from 62,500 to the left. Distance and
elevation are measured in spans, a span is approximately 13.333 feet long. Distance and elevation are
based on the Zero Point, which is somewhere in the
center of the Great Zero Neutrino Dispenser.
Written by Kiteerah

shared and the times shown are the user’s. Once a
mission has been completed and the time is not acceptable, simply restart the mission. The GZMUs are
connected and user’s times are shown on all machines. Calibration Great Zero Markers (CGZM’s)
T h e A r c h i v e r · t c t a r c h i v e r . c o m · 12

Holidays in D'ni
The D’ni, with their rich religious and cultural
history, had several days in which they commemorated various events from their past. The most recent
of these was the D’ni New Year. The D’ni have a
completely different calendar system from the Gregorian calendar that we use. The D’ni Day of New
Year, subsequently, falls on the date of Leefo 1, or by
our calendar, April 21. It is unclear exactly how the
D’ni would have celebrated this event, but it still
marked an important place in the D’ni year.
Another important date in the calendar is the
date commemorating the opening of the Common
Library on Leefo 12, or May 5, that occurred during
the reign of King Ailesh. Whereas previous to this
point use of books had been generally limited to
those high-ranking individuals and families, the construction of the common Library allowed people
from the lower classes of D’ni society access to a
number of public Ages, a great step in strengthening
ties amongst the people of D’ni.
The First Day of Dancing is a rather strange day
in D’ni history. Celebrated on Leetar 21, or September 3, this day remembered the day of the destruction of Garternay, the D’ni home world. The planet’s
destruction was largely viewed as a result of the destructive path the people of Garternay were following, and so the D’ni celebrated the ending of this old
way, and the beginning of their new life in D’ni
(Earth), away from the history and failings of their
past.
One day held in extremely high regard by the
D’ni was the day of the First Arrival of the Great
King. This day commemorates the birth of Ahlsendar, the Great King. Ahlsendar fulfilled several
prophecies concerning the Great King, and is mostly
remembered for ending the Pento War by using a
biological weapon against the Pento people. Due to
T h e A r c h i v e r · t c t a r c h i v e r . c o m · 13

an unforeseen spread of the weapon, some of D’ni,
and some of its people, was infected, including
Ahlsendar, who sealed himself in the Temple of the
Great King with several contaminated books, as well
as others linking D’ni to its history and past. One of
these books was the book of Terahnee found by
Atrus in The Book of D’ni.
Another king held in high esteem was King Kerath, remembered on Leefovo 27, or November 23 on
the day of the Coronation of King Kerath. Kerath’s
place in history was due to him being as the last of
D’ni’s Kings until the hoped-for return of the Great
King. Kerath himself implemented a guild-run
Council system instead of the monarchic system that
existed before. He was also commemorated by the
renaming of the King’s Arch after him.
Three other days in the D’ni calendar were the
First, Second, and Third Feasts of the Maker, on Lenovoo 10, Leebro 20 and Leevofoo 18 respectively.
Theses dates correspond currently to March 27, June
21 and November 11 on the Gregorian calendar. Little is known about how these days were celebrated,
or indeed what they commemorated or were intended for, however it seems that they may have been
intended to venerate Yahvo, the Maker. The holidays
of the D’ni were varied. Some marked religious
ceremonies, others important historical events, but all
contributed to D’ni society and culture, and all held
grand places in the D’ni calendar.
Written by Narym

Happy D’ni New Year 9663!
The D’ni year 9663 began at 8:54:03 Cavern
Time (MDT) Saturday, April 21st. To celebrate
vid and Vortmax hosted Pod Portal Party v2.0.
Vid was kind enough to open his Relto and his
pods for this special occasion. Excited party goers met in the URU Obsession Bevin where they
lined up to link to vid's Relto. Upon arrival, one
book was opened and everyone linked to Negilahn. Radio Vortmax and a few others provided
music and Dudemom_2000 catered. More than
50 partiers were in Negilahn with surprise guests
ResEng M.Dogherra and ResEng G.Buddell
making an appearance to the delight of those
present. The two ResEngs stayed for the party
until sometime during the stop at Payiferan. The
guests proceeded to eat, drink and dance the
night away until just before the arrival of the
Negilahn portal. As the time approached those
who needed to go through the portal moved to
where it would appear, those who didn’t moved
away, and the partiers began to “dance in the
portal”. The portal appeared and the sight of so
many linking out was amazing. As the portal disappeared, those remaining began to link back to
the UO Bevin to go on to the next pod, Dereno.
The party continued in this fashion with the
number of partiers dropping to just over 30 and
climbing back to over 50 for Tetsonot. Tetsonot
was the last and longest stop on the party circuit.
Once again just before the portal’s appearance
everyone moved out of the area and “dancing in

that the portal appeared somewhere outside…
others thought the portal was scared to come inside with all the partygoers… and another group
decided that the partying must have broken the
portal gateway. It was mentioned that the Res
Engs were watching the affects of all this partying and that late portals were reported in many
explorers Tetsonot ages. Whatever the cause of
the missing portal, the party was declared a huge
success by all.
Written by Kiteerah

Pod Party Menu
Negilahn Menu: Southern Style BBQ Ribs, Buttermilk
Fried Chicken, Creamy Cole Slaw, Macaroni and
Cheese, Potato Salad, Corn on the Cob, Old Fashioned
Lemonade, Citrus Mint Tea Coolers, Beer on tap, Sangria, Zinfandel, Shiraz, Chardonnay
Dereno Menu: She Crab Soup, Fried Oysters, Southern
Shrimp Salad, Blackened Snapper with Red Onion
Sauce, Oyster Po’Boys, Crawfish Boil, Red Beans and
Rice, Fried Catfish with Hush Puppies, Fried Green Tomatoes, Key Lime Pie, Iced Tea, Lemonade, Beer, Assorted Wines
Payiferan Menu: Jicama Appetizers, Nachos, Zochilt
Broth, Black Bean Soup, Tacos, Carne Asade BBQ,
Chilis Relenos, Chicken Tamales, Rolled Beef Enchiladas, Cheese Enchiladas, Flan, Mango Ice Cream, Toast
and Honey for Stellaflora, Coconut Lime Drink, Sangria,
Margaritas
Tetsonot Menu: Spreewalder Schmorgurken (Pickled
Cucumbers), Lentil Soup with Knackwurst, Potato
Dumplings, Rouladen (Beef Rolls-ups), Souerbraten,
Spaetzle, Venison Roast with new potatoes, Red Cabbage with Apples, Black Forest Cake, Beer, Wine,
Grogg and Submarine Punch

the portal” began. Only this time, the portal
never appeared. Speculation began… some
thought the partying had moved the pod, and
T h e A r c h i v e r · t c t a r c h i v e r . c o m · 14

Pod Portal Party 2 Pics.
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B ULLETINS
Cavern Activities
Some activities courtesy of the D’net and MystOnline.com

“The Deep City: Rediscovering D’ni”
Breed Films is proud to announce “The Deep
City: Rediscovering D’ni”, a series of short subject
documentary films about the D’ni and the Restoration.
In “The Deep City”, we will examine the history
of the D’ni people, the nature of the ruins and technology they left behind, and the people who are behind the attempt to breath life into this lost civilization.
We will feature interviews with key members of the
restoration effort and the explorers who have found
their own way to the caverns of D’ni.
The first installment of “The Deep City: Rediscovering D’ni” will be available in Summer 2007.
You can find a trailer for on the blog for the production at http://breedfilms.wordpress.com or on
Yo u Tu b e
at:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yJhi6MHvNDg

Cavern Timeline
* April 19 - Tetsonot released.
* April 25 - Bahro stone to the Great Shaft is found in
the City and Progess Meter in GZ appears
* May 1 - New spark appears.
* May 3 - New entry in Douglas Sharper's journal and
Nick White is fired.
* May 19 (Scars Day 1) - Music Player Relto page in the
Descent; a small crack has appeared of the north wall of
the alley near the public city's Kahlo pub; all Delin books
are gone
* May 20 (Scars Day 2) - Pith helmet in Gira; KI Upgrade Machine in the Descent; the City is closed after
Wheely Engberg and Rosette were missing after a collapse
at the Kahlo Pub; Bahro sighting at the Library and a new
crack there too; Nick and Douglas on the trip to Negilahn,
stalking the Predator, but Nick left him alone to help in the
City
* May 21 (Scars Day 3) - Sun/moon Relto page in the
museum; after contacting Wheely, she seems rather alright,
but Rosette seems to be dead; excavation begins; City reopened; a Bahro is in the cave watching at Wheely; explorers propose Wheely to draw the rain symbol for getting something to drink, the bahro came and "took" it; a
glowing symbol found on the second floor of the Pub
* May 22 (Scars Day 4) - Flora Relto page in Negilahn;
Gallery doors have been blocked off because of the illegal
attempts to get in the public City through Kadish; bahro
links with Wheely through several ages; Sharper reports
that the Predator killed an Urwin; bahro is getting nervous,
shouting "Noloben" loudly; then the rescue team enter to
rescue her but she is dead and looks horrific; flowers are
brought to the Pub
* May 23 (Scars Day 5) - Pub reopened; Sharper returns from his trip reporting a war between two bahro parties and he saw the same symbol as in the Pub on a tree in
Negilahn; Engberg disappears in the Descent after muttering "Watson"
* May 24 (Scars Day 6) - Kadish Gallery music box;
Minkata released after a short meeting with Rand in the
Beginner's Bevin
* May 25 (Scars Day 7) - Grass Relto Page in Eder Tsogal;
* May 26 - Hiking boots in Minkata
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C REA TIV ITY C O RNER
KI Toons by Thend

Golden Ki Winners
“Vase + Lamp” by amon-re
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“Buddies” by Donahoo

C REA TIV ITY C O RNER
Golden Ki Winners
“Calendar” by Marein
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